QUICK INSTALLATION GUIDE - HAND CONTROLLER FOR FOCUSCUBE
Thank you for choosing our product
The Hand Controller of the FocusCube allows manual focus of your telescope without any vibrations. Rotate the knob on the top
of the device to focus your telescope! Precision can be achieved if you press the knob inside. Movement is reduced to 1:10 just
like the fine focus knob of your focuser! Press it again and you can switch between coarse and fine focus steps.

Operating Instructions:






Plug the cable to the RJ45 socket at the bottom of the hand controller.
Plug other side of the RJ45 cable to the FocusCube. * You will have to unplug the temperature sensor and plug the hand controller
Hand Controller has two LED indicators on the RJ45 socket (Green and Yellow). Green one points to the coarse focus setting,
yellow points to the fine 1:10 focus setting. You can switch step settings by pushing the knob.
Rotate the knob clockwise or anticlockwise to rotate the motor and focus your telescope

Notice) If you cannot view the LED indicator to ON this means that FocusCube requires a new firmware. Download latest “Focus Controller”
software upgrades easily and with safety the FocusCube controller in order to support the hand controller accessory.
Notice): You can have the controller plugged or unplugged in the FocuCube. Hand Controller works simultaneously with ASCOM and PC
connect.

This Hand controller is suitable only for the Pegasus FocusCube. Do not plug it on any other Pegasus Astro product as you may damage both devices.

DO NOT connect any external controller such us Ultimate Powerbox or Dual Motor Focus in the RJ45 as it will cause damage to device.

What is in the box:



1 x Hand Controller
1 x RJ45 Cable 2m length

Device is covered by one (1) year warranty
Designed and Assembled in Greece
For any questions and support please contact: info@pegasusastro.com

